2009 jeep liberty heater core replacement

Discussion in ' How To ' started by jeeptorino68 , Jan 4, Log in or Sign up. Jan 4, at PM 1. First
of all, the info i am providing is from my experience with a KJ US model your results may vary
Also if you choose to discharge your air conditioning system for this, do it in the appropriate
manner. All of the trim around the steering wheel, the column switch, gauge cluster, as well as
both kick panels come out Then the stereo and all HVAC controls. Then I disconnected the
vacuum line and electrical connectors on the passenger side that go to the blower motor and
the resistor, etc and fished them out a bit. After that its the main bolts that go into the firewall I
never dropped the steering column I only loosened the two 13mm? Bolts that go up and
through the bottom of the mid column up, they protrude just enough that you can't pull the dash
towards you without backing them off till the ends are flush. Then there are Two 10mm washer
nuts on the bottom of the heater Box And that just about finishes off the work in the cabin. Then
ON to the engine bay! You have to move the coolant overflow out of the way to get to the one
remaining washer bolt on the firewall and the input output hoses On the heater core Evacuate
the AC then disconnect evaporator Back in the cabin you can pull the dash back enough to
wiggle the old heater box out. Twist it back towards you so the heater core openings face up
and pull it out. Jump around for joy at this point and look at your car in disbelief but be full of
confidence because its not rocket science When re installing take care to be easy and not Force
it in You can make enough space to get it in without forcing it. When I buttoned everything back
up my gauge cluster was dead I had to reseat the connectors and reset the battery After that
everything should be gravy. Enjoy the heat! HVAC panel has multiple connectors on the back,
take your time here. Last edited: Feb 27, Jan 9, at AM 2. You do not need to replace the heater
core!!! Save a ton of cash and a lot of your time and effort. The fix is cheap and can be done in a
couple of hours. I have a Jeep Liberty and the heater core was leaking and had the terrible
coolant smell in the vehicle when driving. I constantly needed to add coolant to the reservoir.
This is what I did to fix my problem. I disconnected the rubber hoses that are connected to the
heater core. I then did a thorough reverse flush to get all the crap out. Then I went to Lowes and
purchased a cheap sump pump. The package has six large tablets. I recommend this brand
because this formula was used professionally by GM for many years under a different trade
name see further below. I then proceeded to connect the appropriate fittings from the pump
discharge to the heater core inlet. I placed the pump in a five gallon bucket of hot tap water with
the appropriate number of tablets dissolved and ran a hose from the heater core discharge back
to the bucket. I kept the bucket at the same elevation as the heater core. I then ran the pump for
about 20 minutes in this configuration. After that, I just removed the pump and blewout the
remaining liquid from the core, reconnected the radiator hoses and I was done. Now turn on
your car and let it get up to temperature and turn your heater on and run it for maybe 15
minutes. My heater core no longer leaks, and I am a happy camper. Do NOT make the mistake of
putting the radiator stop leak in your radiator as suggested by the package instructions. When
the pump was running I would create some back pressure by placing my thumb over the
discharge hose. This helped force the stop leak into the little nooks and crannies where the leak
was occurring. I did this setup because I did not want to go through all the work you showed.
What a nightmare. I thought, if this did not work I was no worse off than when I started, I would
still have a messed up heater core. However, I would not foul up my radiator, water pump,
engine block, etc. Maybe I was just lucky but this did solve my problem. It has now been over a
year and still working fine. The nice thing about this procedure is that if you find a leak starting
again hopefully not you can do the procedure again. Perplexed likes this. Mar 2, at PM 3. May
10, at PM 4. After heater core replacement Okay, I had my heater core replaced and was
'misguided' by whom the work was being done I pulled the radio out, all the wires were plugged
in where they should be on the back Where in the hell is the problem?? Neither side works, so
there must be a plug into the speakers from the radio? May 10, at PM 5. Might get better
response if you post in the main discussion are Are the tweeters hooked back up? Do you have
the infinity sound system? Are ALL. The cables hooked up on the radio. If you have infinity
stereo there are 2 plugs plus the antenna. Jul 26, at PM 6. So I have asked in a number of
forums about the design of the heater core but have never gotten an answer. I like most have
had poor heat in my older Liberty. Everyone says replace the heater core, even the dealer,
however when I state that when I back flush the core I am able to get a full stream of water going
both directions after the crap comes out. The question is, is the heater core like a typical home
AC with basically a pipe and fins or is it like a old school radiator with various narrow
passages? Second can fluid run unobstructed from In to Out and Out to In if the core is still
clogged, again much like an old school radiator where the various channels might be blocked
but fluid would run across the top and sides where the passages were wider. I'll add that I have
back flushed my core a dozen times and each time I get this pink jelly out. First thing everyone
says is you have mixed your AF but I have not. I just got a rebuilt engine in and when we took

the old one out you could see this thick pink gunk all over the coolant passages. The engine, all
hoses, radiator, water pump were all replaced and core was flushed again. As it's 90 outside I
can't overly test the heat. Jul 26, at PM 7. Pink jelly means the HOAT was left waaaaay too long
in the system without a flush. Coolant needs to be flushed and filled every couple years to keep
the system operating best and to keep jelly from forming. Jul 27, at AM 8. Dec 20, at PM 9. Dec
22, at AM I just got finished with replacing the heater core. Not only that, while I was at it, I
replaced the AC core. Bad thing was, when put back almost all the way together, found out the
blend door actuator was bad so I had to tear apart the dash again. Tearing out the seats were a
pain, and I also ended up buying some used stock seat covers for the sport, and hit the you pick
junk yard for some stuff. I cleaned out the interior while I was out it as well. Put the covers in the
washing machine on the delecate cycle Also put in some seat heaters as well. But really, Jeep
should be embarrassed about that heater core and pulling the dash. I had to remove the
steering wheel, and I backed up the screws for the steering just enough to get the dash over. I
think I could do this all with my eyes closed now Jan 18, at PM Nice write up Jeeptorino Feb 7,
at PM Do you absolutely have to pull the steering wheel? Any way around it? Doing an 07
tomorrow, any specialty tools needed? Didnt need to on my Jan 27, at AM Replaced the heater
core in my Liberty. Did not evacuate my AC, so made it difficult to pull the heater box far
enough to remove the old core. I optioned to cut the nubs on the core to remove it. The same
issue would persist for the new core, so I optioned to do the same. This allowed me to push in
the heater core and the flexibility of the hoses allowed me to bend them for the clearance and
then push them through the firewall. Worked a charm. Note: You do not need to remove the
passenger airbag. The dash is held in with 4 top bolts, 2 bolts on the lower console, and 2 bolts
under the airbag. I used a ratchet strap to hold the right side of my dash far back enough so I
could work relatively freely. Last edited: Jan 27, Benjamin Gerhart and HatterMT like this. Jun 3,
at AM Jun 7, at PM Jun 8, at AM Hey Kyle, thanks for this write up! I had the gist of it without the
pictures, but they were a lifesaver on the hidden fasteners. Just picked this one up from a
frustrated woman as a project car for my son who sets about drivers training in a few months.
The heater core was the last straw for her. Dec 23, at PM Messages: 3 Likes Received: 0 Joined:
Jul 4, My with , miles' heater core has a small leak. Upon turning on the defroster I get some
mist and that smell of anti-freeze, but there's no water leaking down. Today I tried plugging the
leak following mikemar's procedure above. Let's see what happens. I'll let you know. Last
edited: Dec 23, Dec 24, at AM It will be interesting to see. I'm looking for a Liberty and I had my
young lady friend check for a leaky heater core on all of them that we looked at. I saw a video on
it, and it doesn't look like an easy job. I have done maybe 5 heater cores before, but that was
when I lived in Los Angeles and I had a neighbor who helped and did a lot of the steering wheel
and dash removal. About all I had to do was the engine area stuff, hoses, etc. I can't remember
what it was, but I did do one when all that needed to come out was the glove box. That's the way
to design it. I will let you know if this stuff worked. Give me a few days to see. From what I see,
replacement in these cars isn't as bad as many. You can leave the steering wheel in and drop
the column down. The question is whether you can pull it out enough to get both heater core
tubes clear of the firewall. Trucku above cut them off and fastened hoses. He also trimmed
some mounting tabs. I've heard that others did not have to do that. Nice thing about the job is
the hoses slip right off. Fords have some "quick connects" that are very difficult to reach and
take hours to get free. It's all clean work with simple tools, so I suspect if you do your research
you can be done in four or five hours. I'll let you know how the sealer worked. Merry Christmas!
You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address:
Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Thanks for the other answer. Now I think my Liberty 4x4 has a heater core gone?
Not only does it smell inside the car, but has like an oily stain on the side of the passenger side
under the dash on the carpet, plus a wet spot under the foot carpet. And, on my way home this
afternoon, car is starting to over heat? Have nothing leaking onto the ground though? What do
you think, and what does this cost to repair????? GuruZ1G62 answered 3 years ago. I'm
smelling antifreeze through my vent and now it's blowing cold air what wrong. Not only does it
smell inside the car, but has like an oily stain on the side of the passenger side under the das
Thanks for your input, it has been very helpful. My concern is am I to hasty to have the carpet
dry? Maybe the carpet was so saturated it will The heater in my car only works once you're in
drive and moving. If you stop at all it starts blowing cold air. I start it in the mornings to warm it
up, and its freezing cold still when I get in. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is
not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Heater
Core? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related

Questions. Start a new Jeep Liberty question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Jeep Liberty Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. RI Rhode Island. The evaporator
heater distribution box replacement is a major repair that requires a high level of automotive
skills to ensure: 1 proper fitting of parts, 2 minimize the risk of airbag deployment, and 3 to
eliminate damage to the vehicle because of service errors. Play it smart, if your heater core or
evaporator is bad - it is always good practice to replace both units when you replace the mode
box. The Jeep Liberty mode box began to fail after 10 years of operation because the glue and
foam cushion attached to the doors began to deteriorate and melt causing the doors to stick
and bind. This binding causes plastic gears to break and mode doors to eventually fail. This
procedure is extremely risky and causes permanent damage to parts - and reduces the value of
your vehicle and efficiency of your HVAC system. Choose if you want to pull the dash all the
way out to perform the repair or leave the dash pulled back far enough the gain access to the
mode box. You also may choose to pull the seats to gain additional room for work or leave the
seats in place while you work around them to minimize the number of parts removed. Be
organized. Color code your electrical connectors according to their positions on the wiring
harness. Take pictures in a flowing pattern to identify what was removed 1st, 2nd, 3rd and so
on. Do not be distracted by ringing phones, frivolous conversations, or personal problems that
pull you away from the job. Stay focused. Allow 8 to 12 hours of continuous work to complete
the job. Finally, if you feel uneasy about attempting this repair, seek the help of a skilled
automotive technician. Please note - the information and videos in this blog were selected for
informational use only. Using this information does not supersede the need for manufacturer's
prescribed repair procedures for safety and proper vehicle operation. Dashboard Removal Jeep
Liberty ! By jorge andres guerra montoya Click to Watch. One of the most common and
inconvenient problems with the Jeep Liberty is when it has no heat coming from the heater. Not
having a functioning heater makes driving much less comfortable, and can be a sign of certain
issues. At the simplest level, there are two main reasons why the heater is not working. If the
heat is blowing, but blowing cold, it has something to do with the coolant getting to the heater
core, or the heater core itself. At the simplest level possible, the heater works by passing hot
coolant from the engine into a tiny radiator called the heater core. At this point, the blower
motor blows air across the it and the newly heated air blows on to the driver and passengers. If
the heater has stopped working in your Liberty, this process has failed in one way or another.
There is almost never a situation where you would need to take the radiator cap off of the
radiator to add coolant. The exception to that would be when you would have reason to believe
that the hose going from the reservoir to the radiator is clogged. While not having enough
coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause your Liberty to not be able to create
enough heat. You can verify this by checking the coolant level by taking a peek at the overflow
reservoir. The overflow reservoir will be connected to the radiator by a tube coming from the top
usually right by the radiator cap. Some vehicles only have full hot. It does this by allowing water
to enter the engine when it is getting hot, and by keeping coolant from entering while the
vehicle warms up. Sometimes when a thermostat goes bad, it stays stuck open. This allows the
coolant to continuously enter the engine. If your Liberty has a built in temperature gauge, take a
look at it and see if it is in the spot it is normally in after a bit of driving. The heater core itself
can go bad. Over time, they are known to clog and fail. Without the warm coolant going through
it, there can be no heat. A bad heater core can also leak, so watch out for that. There are two
hoses coming to and from the heater core. They both should feel warm or hot to the touch with
the engine on. If one of the hoses is hot, and the other one is cold, that is a pretty good
indication that the heater core is clogged. If the neither hose has any heat, you may have air in
the cooling system, low fluid, or low pressure. If you look at your temperature gauge, and the
engine is running hotter than normal, but there is not heat coming from the heater you may be
having issues with the water pump. Try taking the vehicle out of gear and revving the engine a
little. Also, the serpentine belt going to the water pump going bad can it not turn as fast as it
needs to. But, using the info above about how and why a heater would fail can make it a lot
easier. If there is anything you would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. Low
Coolant While not having enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause
your Liberty to not be able to create enough heat. Heater Core The heater core itself can go bad.
Water Pump If you look at your temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than
normal, but there is not heat coming from the heater you may be having issues with the water
pump. The heater core is normally located behind the dashboard of your car, either on the
passenger side or under the dash center. It has some housing or casing and is typically buried
behind nearly all the other dashboard features or components. These costs will vary depending
on your location and the type of car you drive, so they should only be used as a rough estimate.

It has a grid of several little tubes as well as a waffled appearance that comes from the fins that
are used in dispersing the heat. The work of the heater core is to regulate the temperature
within the car. When this component breaks down, your car is left without any heat as your
antifreeze stops flowing. Your heater core makes it possible for your defroster and heater to
function efficiently. When it breaks down, the temperature in your car will begin dropping. The
subsequent replacement cost is usually not very high, but the levels of discomfort in the car are
high. Benefits of having your heater core replaced in good time include:. Additionally, it is
possible to reduce your front-end cooling module and cooling size for maximum efficiency
during the replacement. Efficient Engine Operation â€” This technology boosts the operation of
other fuel-saving technologies in your car such as exhaust gas re-circulation and automatic
grille shutters. This is through enabling them to run nearer to their optimum efficiency levels.
When this setting breaks down, your system is no longer operating optimally. Replacing the
malfunctioning heater core restores the balance. The heater core of your car can also be utilized
in supplementing on-demand engine cooling so that you can maximize the front-end cooling
pack for regular driving. Although ignoring the necessary repair or replacement of the heater
core is not going to leave you by the roadside stranded or totally helpless, it could very well end
up making your experience very uncomfortable. This becomes especially critical over the
winter. Surviving without heat over winter or to drive a car with frosted windows certainly does
not make your driving neither comfortable nor safe, so get the heater core it repaired or
replaced. Obviously the time to have your heater core replaced is when you have no heat inside
your car or you are getting very little of it. At this stage, the heater core has either clogged up
such that the unit is not having the hot coolant circulating well, or the coolant is leaking. A clog
in the heater core forms as a result of the residue deposits left behind by old coolant. This will
eventually end up sealing up the core tubes through which the coolant is meant to flow.
Depending on the size of the hole, a leaking core could still be supplying some level of heat.
You may identify a leaking heater core by the smell of coolant emanating from the vents or the
wet patches visible on the rug of your car, especially on the passenger side. A leaking heater
core will expose you and your passengers to breathing such toxic fumes which over time could
make you ill. A heater core is a comparatively inexpensive part across all vehicle makes and
models. What is however rather hefty is the labor portion of the replacement bill. As such, most
of your dash if not entirely must be removed first. The hoses bringing in and taking out the
coolant must also be disconnected, something which can be quite a task. The best option is to
get a personalized heater core replacement cost estimate based on your specific car and
geographical location. However, remember that cheaply acquired and installed heater cores
tend to leak easily and may not last that long. The heater core may not be critical to the function
and running of your car while on the road. However, it has a vital role when it comes to making
your driving experience comfortable. You will therefore want to make sure that the heater core
in your vehicle is function smoothly and efficiently at all times. Take your time, find, and engage
a reputable mechanic with experience in motor vehicle climate control maters and let them deal
with the issue. Below are some sample costs for having the heater core replaced on some of the
most popular cars in the country. These should be used as a guide only, as the costs will vary
depending on your location. Remember me. Heater Core Replacement Cost. Table of Contents.
Subscribe to our mailing list. Home Articles Heater Core Replacement How to Replace a Heater
Core Step by step guide on how to replace an automotive heater core, though each car is
different in complexity, these steps outline the basic procedure. Step 1 - Locate and remove the
negative battery cable, move the cable end far enough away to avoid an accidental connection.
Negative Battery Cable Removal Step 2 - Release the radiator cap engine cold , and loosen the
radiator drain valve, have a fluid basin ready. Evacuating Refrigerant Step 4 - Using the hose
clamp removal tool, loosen and remove the heater hoses from the heater core inlet and outlet
fittings. Remove Heater Hoses Step 5 - After the heater hoses have been removed, locate and
remove upper dash mounting screws. Remove any mounting hardware across the top of the
dash assembly, which is usually covered by pop-in trim pieces along the base of the
windshield. Removing Dash Mounting Screws Step 6 - Once the upper dashboard mounting
screws have been removed, locate and remove the lower mounting bolts. Note: Some vehicles
require the center console to be removed to access middle mounting bolts. Removing Lower
Mounting Bolts Step 7 - Using a small socket or screw driver, remove mounting screws to gain
access to the lower steering column mounting bolts. Removing Lower Panel Cover Step 8 - On
the drivers side of the vehicle you will need to lower the steering column to allow for the dash to
rotate for clearance. This will allow the column to become loose from dashboard. In most
instances allowing the column to rest on the drivers seat will supply sufficient room. Locate the
dash mounting hardware on the left side of dash and remove them. Remove Steering Column
Bolts Step 9 - Once the heater hoses have been removed, locate and remove the dashboard

mounting bolts, knee bolsters and foot shields on the bottom of the dash assembly, and center
console if so equipped to gain access to the heater plenum. Note: Some vehicles are designed
with access panels that allow the core to be replaced with minimal disassembly. Dashboard
Removal Step 10 - Slowly pull away from firewall while keeping an eye out for any wiring or
vacuum lines, once back far enough, support dash assembly in a position that will allow for
enough room to remove the heater plenum. Dashboard Supported Step 11 - Once the necessary
obstructions have been removed, the heater box will be exposed. Step 12 - Next, remove and
vacuum lines and control cables from the plenum. Take note on the location of these lines and
cables to reassemble them in their proper locations. Note: Some models you may need to
disconnect the blower motor wiring and remove the screws from the heater core box to remove
the blower motor. Remove Vacuum Lines Step 13 - Locate inner heater plenum mounting bolts
and screw and remove them. Remove Inner Mounting Screws Step 14 - Inside the engine bay,
locate the heater plenum mounting bolts and remove. Remove all mounting hardware holding
the plenum assembly to the firewall, Remove all duct work including windshield duct and air
distribution ducting. This will allow the heater box plenum to become free of the vehicle which
will allow removal of the unit. Removing Outer Heater Plenum Mounting Bolts Step 15 - Once
removed, pull back gently on the plenum assembly while keeping an eye out for anything that
was missed such as ductwork, once its released, remove it from the vehicle. Pay close attention
while removing parts so they can be reinstalled correctly. Note: There will be coolant leaking
from the heater core, use an old towel to help control spillage. Removing Heater Plenum Step 16
- After the heater plenum has been removed, place plenum assembly on suitable work area for
disassembly. Heater Plenum Removed Step 17 - The heater core plenum is designed to fit each
vehicle individually so configuration will vary. Heater Plenum Mounting Area Step 18 - After the
heater plenum has been removed, locate and remove plenum screws to dissemble to gain
access to the heater core. Disassemble Heater Plenum Step 19 - Once all mounting screws have
been removed, gently pull the plenum open to expose the heater core. Disassemble Heater
Plenum Box Step 20 - After the heater plenum has been separated, remove the mounting screws
holding the core to the housing. Removing Heater Core Step 22 - Once the worn core has been
removed, match the new core to ensure a proper installation, reverse these steps to
reassemble. Install new core in the plenum assembly carefully to avoid damage, reassemble the
plenum accordingly. Clean and inspect the heater box to make sure seals and gaskets are in
good condition and reusable. New Heater Core Install the new heater core back into the heater
box plenum and clamp the new heater core into place. Reassemble heater plenum and reinstall
into vehicle, reinstall blower motor wiring, screws, vacuum lines and control cables. Carefully,
install the dashboard back into position and re-attach tie bars and mounts. Reinstall any under
dash covers that were removed during dis-assembly. Once the dash is replaced, attach the
heater core hoses under the hood. Note: Replace heater hoses and clamps if needed. Reattach
the negative battery terminal, start the engine and adjust the heater on its highest setting, refill
coolant level. Allow the engine to reach operating temperature and check for leaks. If this is the
case, many vehicles have a bleeder valve to allow trapped air to escape from the system which
is usually located near or on the thermostat housing. Caution: Coolant can be extremely hot.
After completing the job, recharge the air conditioner if needed. Recheck the system for leaks
while testing the blend door operation, verify all dash functions operate properly. Use caution
when installing the heater core, these units are made of thin metal and plastic and are easily
broken. The glove box will need to be removed in most cases to allow access. Some plenums
have a small door, others will have to be disassembled to gain access to the heater core. The
blower motor forces air through the core and into the air duct system allowing temperature
controls which enable defrost floor and front vent modes. The most common cause of heater
core problems is neglect, cooling systems need to be serviced on a regular basis, coolant can
become corrosive and will cause deterioration of the core. Home Articles Heater Core
Replacement. How to Replace a Heater Core. Step by step guide on how to replace an
automotive heater core, though each car is different in complexity, these steps outline the basic
procedure. Difficulty Scale: 6 of 10 Tools and Supplies Needed Replacement heater core
Coolant Hose clamps Fluid catch basin Socket set Wrench Set Screw driver set Protective eye
wear and clothing Begin with the vehicle on level ground, engine cold, with the emergency
brake on. Negative Battery Cable Removal. Draining Engine Coolant. Evacuating Refrigerant.
Remove Heater Hoses. Removing Dash Mounting Screws. Removing Lower Mounting Bolts.
Removing Lower Panel Cover. Remove Steering Column Bolts. Dashboard Removal. Dashboard
Supported. Remove Vacuum Lines. Remove Inner Mounting Screws. Removing Heater Plenum.
Heater Plenum Removed. Heater Plenum Mounting Area. Disassemble Heater Plenum.
Disassemble Heater Plenum Box. Removing Heater Core Mounting Screws. Removing Heater
Core. New Heater Core. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Hello, I am working on the vehicle listed

above it is a 3. The issue I am having is no heat. The blower motor is working fine, the blend
doors are moving, the engine temperature is at normal temperature range. I checked the inlet
and outlet hoses on heater core. The inlet is very hot, the outlet is a lot cooler than inlet so my
assumption is the heater core is clogged. I blew air through the core and it got a little better
heat, but not good heat. Now what I need from the pros; I have looked everywhere for a how to
manual for this job, do I need to pull the whole dash or is the core easy to get to? Do I need to
pull the whole heater box for this job and can you send me some information on how to get this
job done? I can do it I just need a starting point. Do you. Hello, You must start by disconnecting
the battery and draining the coolant. Next you must vacuum doan and recharge the air condition
system. Cheers Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Where is the location of this fuse and
what actuators am I trying to reset? Thank you. Okay I got it scanned, and received no codes. I
checked the blend door actuator and it is working fine, I am getting lukewarm air on both sides
of the car. Can you send information on heater core removal please? A couple of things you
should to check before removing the heater core because you have to remove the dash first. If
the actuators are working check to make sure the vents actually move and are not broken. Also,
the hose that is cold attach a water line to that and disconnect the hot hose and put into a
suitable container, blow the heater core out with water not air as this will flush it out, then try
and see if it gives heat. Also, check for air in system as you could have an air lock in it. Please
let us know what happens Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Related
Heater Heater Core Content. Heater Is Blowing Cold Air? The Radiator Cap On The Step by step
guide on how to replace an automotive heater core, though each car is different in complexity,
these steps outline the basic procedure. Air Blows Out Defrost Only? Sponsored links. Ask a
Car Question. It's Free! Please give us a call at the phone number located on the bottom of your
order confirmation email for further assistance. It is free wheeling" when l Parts Description:
Cargo Tote is a handy way to secure items in the cargo area. It is made of Black Vinyl and
features the Jeep logo. This portable cargo management it Includes T-slot for carrier installa
Parts Description: Valve Stem Caps add that little extra style to your vehicle. These Black caps
come in a set of four and feature the Jeep logo in Black on a silver ba These Silver caps come in
a set of four and feature the Jeep logo. They are made of ABS This 2 diameter ball has a 1"
diameter shank and is rated to handle 6, lbs. Refer to your The adapter features a 1" ball shank,
is Parts Description: Trailer Tow Wiring Adapter converts seven-way round connector to
four-way flat connector. Not for use with RE Part number includes installation cost. Fully tested
to meet OCS requirements. Includes L" bracket and way pigtail, splicing required. Part number
does not include installation cost. Fully tested to meet OCS require Parts Description: Battery
Blanket, fits batteries with 28 to 36" perimeter". Refer to Parts Description: Roof-mount,
fork-mount bike carrier for one bicycle. Reinforced head combines aerodynamics, durability,
and style. Includes a secure skewer for fast l Parts Description: Complete Harness, 7-way round
trailer connector, plugs directly into the vehicle wiring. Parts Description: Black, 13 cubic feet
capacity. Truck applic This is a wiring kit that restores hands fr Fully tested to meet OCS requir
Parts Description: 'Fork-mount, Aluminum, lockable, mounts to T-Slot compatible racks, fits all
bike styles'. For vehicles without a sunroof. Includes two sets of IR headphones and a remote
control Parts Description: Acrylic tinted sunroof air deflector follows the contours of the
sunroof without interference in open or vent position. Parts Description: Heated Front Seats,
features three heat settings. Designed for easy installation and for specific seat pattern.
Components designed and thoroughly tes Parts Description: iPod integration harness. Parts
Description: 'uconnect phone kit with iPod integration. Hands-free calling and allows control of
your iPod through the radio controls. Kit includes microphone, mo
2001 buick lesabre radio wiring harness
car cover toyota camry
2006 dodge 3500 air conditioner problems
d Parts Description: 'Chrome door handle insert and thumb button cover, 4 door'. Reinforced
head combines aerodynamics, durability and style. Includes a SecureSkewer for fast loading
and secur Contact Us. Click To Call. Please Select Wish List. Enter Quote Number If you were
previously given a quote number you may enter it below. Filter by Categories. View on Car.
Hitch Receiver Plug. Add To Cart. Locking Gas Cap. Cargo Tote. Roof Rack. Valve Stem Caps.
Hitch Ball. Ball Mount Adapter. Trailer Tow Wiring Adapter. Hands-free II Communication.
Katzkin Leather. Hitch Wiring. Trail Rated Kit. Splash Guards. All-Weather Mats. Battery Blanket.
Cargo Liner. Bike Carrier. Cargo Box. Engine Block Heater. Floor Mats. Hands Free. Front Air
Deflector. Hitch Adapter. Mirror Covers. Hood Cover. Heated Seats. Carpet Floor Mats. Door
Handles. Find us on. Modal content Select Your Vehicle. Select Your Vehicle. Existing Member.
Forgot your Password? Register Me! Retrieve my Password! Sign In Register Me!

